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Abstrat
Proton and deuteron orrelation funtions have been investigated with
both impat parameter and emission soure seletions. The orrelations of
the system
129
Xe +
Nat
Sn at 50 AMeV have been measured with the 4pi
INDRA whih provides a omplete kinematial desription of eah event. The
emission time sale analyzed with a quantum model reveals the time sequene
of the light partiles emitted by the projetile-like fragment. The short and
onstant emission time of the proton, independent of the impat parameter,
an be attributed to a preequilibrium proess.
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1 Introdution
The mirosopi desription of hot nulear matter is fundamental to the understand-
ing of energeti heavy ion ollisions. Many of the theoretial models developed so
far suer from a shortage of observables to diretly test the properties of nulear
matter early after the reation. An example is the time sale of the reation. By the
very nature, experimenters observe only the signals reahing the detetors at innite
time. Subsequently only asymptoti properties of partiles leaving the reation zone
are monitored. This shortoming is partly bypassed in studies using interferometry
of light partiles [1℄-[10℄. It has been shown that the two-body orrelation funtion
is not only sensitive to emission time and soure size, but also to harge and slope
parameter of the soure [11℄ whih aet the veloity distribution of the partiles
and thus the relative distane between them.
It is quite obvious that a 4pi detetor array[12℄[13℄ an be superior to a nite
angle hodosope, as used in many previous investigations, provided the granularity
(angular resolution), energy threshold, energy resolution and the partile identi-
ation are of suient quality. A good 4pi setup allows minimally biased event
seletion avoiding many possible distortions.
At GANIL, the system Xe on Sn has been extensively investigated at 50 AMeV
using the 4pi multidetetor INDRA [14℄, [15℄, [16℄. Here experimental data are fur-
ther analyzed by means of orrelation funtions aiming at the orrelation properties
of light partiles [17℄. They allow to perform event by event the following tasks :
(i) determine an 'experimental' impat parameter, (ii) selet and haraterize the
emission soures, and (iii) build the orrelation funtions. Instead of imposing a
spatially xed partile orrelator, we now an use a orrelator, whih fully exploits
the event topology. This orrelator ontinuously adapts to the kinematial on-
guration of every single ollision. So eah emission proess an be haraterized
individually.
This study fouses on two-proton (p-p), two-deuteron (d-d) and proton-deuteron
(p-d) orrelation funtions for the system
129Xe +Nat Sn at 50 AMeV whih aims
at providing time sales for the emission of the light harged partiles. This should
shed light on the type of proesses, in partiular if the reation is dominated by
preequilibrium emission ourring at the early stage of the reation (typially with
times between 0 and 100 fm/) or by thermal emission from the projetile and
target like fragments (typially with times of a few hundreds fm/). With the
knowledge on the hronology pattern, the emission time of deuterons might give a
hint to the mehanism for the prodution of this lowly bound partile in hot nulear
matter. For this purpose the design of the INDRA detetor is well-suited [15℄. A
large range of exitation energies (up to 12 AMeV) is overed and the light harged
partile multipliity whih an be measured is adequate for our seletion riteria.
With a onventional reation piture in mind, and supported by reent studies
showing that a sizeable fration of fragments are emitted in the mid-rapidity region
[16℄, only thermalized partiles are expeted in the forward hemisphere of the mo-
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mentum spae of the projetile-like soure. Suh an assumption has for example
important onsequenes for the estimation of the exitation energy and the slope
parameter of the projetile soure [18℄, [19℄. Conversely semilassial alulations
of heavy ion reations in this energy domain have shown that the projetile-like
and the prompt emissions from the interating zone present a large overlap in their
rapidity distributions [20℄. We have onstruted our orrelation funtions with par-
tiles seleted in this forward region to nd out if the thermalized omponent is
really the single ontribution.
The extration of the emission time was performed with a quantum model whose
interesting feature is to take into aount the Coulomb eet of the soure harge
by analytially solving the three-body problem [21℄, [22℄.
2 INDRA setup and light harged partile resolu-
tions
The experiment was performed at the GANIL faility where the INDRA detetor
has been installed with a target of 350 µg/cm2. The beam intensity was limited to
0.4 nA to avoid a saturation of the data aquisition software.
INDRA [23℄ has been designed to maximize the detetion eieny of harged
partiles at intermediate energy. It reahes a total detetion eieny of 90%. The
ne granularity hosen is suh that double ounts stay below 5%. INDRA onsists
of an array of 336 modules reparted on 17 rings entered along the beam axis. Eah
module is a telesope omposed of an ionization hamber (ChIo) lled with C3F8
gas followed by a Cesium Iodide (CsI) sintillator. For forward angles below 45
degrees, the resolution is further improved by insertion of a 300 µm silion (Si)
wafer between the ChIo and the CsI. With ∆E − E methods in the telesope, the
harge identiation goes up to Z=54. Isotopi resolution (PID) is obtained for
Z=1,2 (and up to Z=5 for ring 2 to 8) by pulse shape analysis of the CsI light
output. Lowest energy threshold for the identiation of protons and deuterons is
6 MeV using the matrix [CsI(fast) + Si℄ versus [CsI(slow)℄.
In partiular p-p orrelation funtions require the resolution of very small relative
momenta, less than 20 MeV/. A minimum relative momentum of 10 MeV/ an
be reahed for forward angles under 20o. For the determination of the partile
oordinates, the angle from the target to the middle of the detetor has been used
instead of a random distribution over the spatial extension. The energy resolution
of light partiles is between 100 keV and 200 keV depending on the module. With
exeption of INDRA's rst ring (∆Θ = 2o − 3o) whih onsists of plasti phoswih
detetors (NE102 and NE115) for standing higher partile rates in this region, the
light isotope separation ould be performed on the overall domain.
Fig. 1 shows the isotope resolution summed up for rings 2 to 9 (3o < θ < 45o).
The insert shows it separately for rings 2, 5 and 9. The projetile-like fragments at
small angles ome out at larger energy. To avoid saturation there, the photomulti-
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plier gains steadily inrease from ring 2 to ring 17 by about an overall fator of 10.
Subsequently ring 2 has less PID resolution, seen in the insert to Fig. 1. However
the angular resolution of the rst rings is superior and therefore they ontribute
important information to the orrelation funtion at small relative momentum.
The p-p orrelation funtion of Fig. 2 shows the data from the forward hemi-
sphere of the projetile soure (FHPS, see setion 3) without impat parameter
seletion. It an be ontinuously onstruted from 10 MeV/ up to 250 MeV/
relative momenta due to the 4pi overage and the good angular resolution (yet the
forward soure seletion slightly inreases the minimal relative momentum). The
struture in the orrelation funtion at 20 MeV/ is due to the attrative s-wave p-p
interation [1℄. There is a Coulomb suppression at very small relative momentum
and possibly in the range between 50-75 MeV/. The normalization has been ap-
plied to the data points between 100 and 120 MeV/ whih is above any remaining
two-body eets and below any kinematial eets at higher momentum. A nor-
malization at lower relative momentum would have introdued a misinterpretation
of the orrelation eet.
3 Event sorting and soure seletion
We take in our analysis events in whih the total longitudinal momentum of de-
teted ejetiles is above 80% of the initial momentum. We refrain from further
uts, for instane the totally deteted harge Ztot, to onserve a representative im-
pat parameter distribution. For most of the events the target like ejetile is lost
due to the veloity thresholds. This missing fragment has been kinematially re-
onstruted and taken into aount in the alulation of the momentum tensor and
thrust variable. This event lass gives an unbiased starting point for the analysis of
light partile orrelations.
The alulation of the impat parameter is based on the total transverse energy
of the light harged partiles (Z≤2) whose experimental detetion is quite indepen-
dent of the reation mehanism. Furthermore a reent analysis of the orrelation
between the total multipliity versus the transverse energy (ET ) for that system
has demonstrated the validity of ET [16℄.
In order to observe impat parameter dependent properties while maintaining
suient statistis, we have dened three ET bins for whih the orrelation fun-
tion is onstruted. The peripheral, intermediate" and entral events have a
ET range between 0-280 MeV, 280-420 MeV and above 420 MeV orresponding to
redued impat parameters in [1-0.65℄, [0.65-0.35℄ and smaller than 0.35 respetively.
INDRA allows to build event by event a momentum tensor [24℄ dened in the
enter of mass by :
Qij =
M∑
k=1
1
p
pi(k)pj(k)
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where M is the multipliity of fragments with a harge Z greater than 2, p is the
momentum of the k'th partile in M and pi, pj two of the Cartesian momentum
omponents. The eigenvetors of this tensor establish a referene frame. The main
axis (eigenvetor of the largest eigenvalue) gives the average diretion of nulear
matter emission. The eigenvetors assoiated to the two largest eigenvalues dene
a reation plane. The FHPS seletions and the alulations have been performed
with regards to this new referene system. Fig. 3 shows the transverse versus the
parallel veloity of the protons when ET is smaller than 40 MeV. Sine this seletion
implies only very peripheral events, a learer separation of the soures is exhibited.
The next task onsists of reognizing the fragments emitted either from the
target-like or from the projetile-like soure. The thrust variable dened by
T = max
c1,c2
|
∑
i∈c1
−→
Pi | + |
∑
j∈c2
−→
Pj |
∑M
k=1 |
−→
Pk |
divides up the fragments in two groups c1 and c2 orresponding to the two
emitting soures. The veloity of eah of them is determined by a kinemati reon-
strution within these two ensembles [25℄. As an example, the average veloity of
the projetile-like soure is drawn with a vertial bold line in Fig. 3.
To disentangle the projetile-like soure emission from mid-rapidity ontribu-
tions, we have taken partiles with a parallel veloity larger than the projetile
soure veloity. This region (FHPS) is on the right of the bold line in Fig. 3. In
the following, this sample of partiles is used as the base for the extration of the
slope parameter in the energy spetra as well as for the onstrution of the orre-
lation funtions. We remind the reader here that our orrelator works dynamially
within the referene frame, a fat being imperative in order to optimize the FHPS
seletion.
4 Soure parameters : disentangle size and time
4.1 Size
The shape and the height of the orrelation funtion is given by the strength of
the interations whih themselves depend on the average distane between the two
partiles deteted in oinidene. This distane depends on the average emission
time and on the spatial soure extension. The double parametrization an be ir-
umvented only for two extreme ases: at high energy the emission time is set to
zero while at low energy the emission time is very long and onsequently the soure
size is negligible [26℄. In our energy domain, both parameters are relevant. Us-
ing the omplete detetion by INDRA of all harged produts we alternatively an
determine the soure size diretly.
For this estimation, ejetiles are grouped aording to (Z ≤ ZL) and (Z > ZL)
where ZL is an adjusting parameter. In the rst group only the partiles faster than
the projetile-like soure veloity are inluded (partiles from the FHPS) and the
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sum of their harges is multiplied by 2 taking into aount the isotropial projetile-
like emission. This sum is ZP in whih the additional mid-rapidity ontribution
mainly omposed of light harges is suppressed. The seond group ontains only
the partiles faster than the enter of mass veloity, the sum of their harges is
ZF . This separate treatment of the heaviest partiles (seond group) takes into
aount an asymmetry of emission in the projetile-like referene frame (for example
only one big remnant, or two ssion fragments). The total harge of the soure is
ZTotal = ZP + ZF . To test the quality of this proedure, the alulation of ZTotal
has been performed for dierent values of the parameter ZL(2, 4, 8, 10). Fig. 4
shows that ZTotal only varies by less than 6% with ZL. For later alulation of
ZTotal we hose ZL = 4.
For eah of the three impat parameter bins we have also dened ZMax as the
largest fragment being faster than the enter of mass. ZMax dereases with the
entrality as expeted in the geometrial, simple piture of the ollision also shown
in Fig. 4. ZTotal unexpetedly remains onstant.
To estimate the soure size, we make two assumptions about the projetile-like
soure. First, the ATotal/ZTotal ratio is xed to the one from the valley of nulear
stability. Seondly, with this value of ATotal we determine the soure radius r by
assuming a normal nulear density ρ0 and by simply applying r = r0.A
1/3
Total with
r0 = 1.2 fm. The entral 'single soure' events whih have a radial ow of 2 AMeV
[27℄ have a very small ross setion. This implies that a density dierent from ρ0
does not make sense for our alulation even in the entral impat parameter bin.
The extrated soure sizes are given in Table 1. The errors are derivated from the
ZTotal distribution widths.
4.2 Slope parameter
We have extrated the slope parameter from the experimental energy spetra using
the formula for surfae emission. As for the soure size estimation, we have seleted
only the protons and the deuterons loated in the FHPS region. Their kineti
energy is given in the projetile-like soure referene frame. As example for the
peripheral ollisions, Fig. 5 shows the energy spetra restrited to ring 2, 4 and 6
where the double slope is the most learly visible. The low energy one originates
from the projetile-like thermal emission, the other at higher energy, presumably
from a preequilibrium emission. We observe that the importane of high energy
partiles dereases with the radial angle as if this emission were onentrated along
the beam axis, and as expeted in a Fermi-jet piture [28℄. The slope parameters
averaged over all the rings inluded in FHPS are given in Table 1. For the quantum
alulation ode presented below we have used a weighted average value of the
double slopes.
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5 Desription of the quantum model
The extration of the emission time has been performed by using the three-body
quantum model developed by R. Ledniky [21℄, [22℄. This ode alulates the quan-
tum statistis for idential partiles and the nal state interation by taking into
aount the nulear and the Coulomb potentials. The Coulomb repulsion on the
partile pair due to the emitting projetile-like soure is also inluded [11℄. The
three-body problem is analytially solved by making an adiabati assumption : the
relative motion between the two partiles has to be muh slower than their veloity
in the soure referene frame. Due to a sizeable angle between neighboring dete-
tors, the small relative momentum region an only be populated by pairs of partiles
with almost equal veloity. Thus the adiabati assumption is fullled in the region
of the signal.
The introdution of the emitter Coulomb eet in the quantum alulation is a
new feature brought by this model. We feel that this type of desription is required
to orretly reprodue the experimental data beause the presene of the remnant
soure harge is intrinsi to the model. In so far it may surpass models where the
Coulomb inuene of the emitter is only treated as a orretion [31℄. Limits of this
model are ertainly related to the stati soure desription [32℄ whih does not take
into aount the orrelation between momentum and position, nor the dynamial
emission.
The partile pairs are generated by a stati surfae emitter desribing the projetile-
like soure with size and slope parameter (see Table 1). The hoie of a surfae
emission instead of a volume one is justied on grounds of the dominane of binary
proesses [25℄, [30℄ meaning a big fragment at the speed of the projetile remains
in the exit hannel. Combined with the fat that no radial ow is observed (see
4.1), the piture of a surfae emission of partiles seems to be the most appropriate.
The time distribution for partile emission follows an exponential deay law with
average emission times to be determined from omparison with the data. The en-
ergy distribution is taken from the experimental slope parameter. The distributions
have been ltered aording to the geometrial granularity, inluding also double
ounts. In addition, energy and partile identiation thresholds as well as the
soure seletion riteria (FHPS) have been folded in.
6 Analysis of the light partile orrelation funtions
The experimental orrelation funtion is dened by the yield of true oinidenes
as a funtion of the two partile relative momentum divided by the so-alled false
oinidenes obtained by the tehnique of event mixing [33℄. It onsists of taking
two partiles from two dierent events whih assures a full deorrelation and has
the advantage to use the same sample of events for true and false oinidenes.
Possible distortions oming from our FHPS seletion are then largely eliminated.
In general, event mixing introdues an additional term in the relative momentum
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due to dierent soure veloities. This inuene whih otherwise would disturb the
orrelation funtion is redued by the impat parameter seletion.
6.1 The Proton-Proton orrelation funtion
The p-p orrelation funtions for the three intervals in impat parameter are rep-
resented in Fig. 6. The statistis of 2.3 millions of reonstruted events give a
reasonable orrelation funtion above 10 MeV/ relative momentum. In all three
event lasses, the resonane at 20 MeV/ is learly visible and well desribed by
a time value of τ=80 fm/ with a surfae emission model. A time variation of
25% hanges the height of the resonane by a fator of two. This demonstrates the
high sensitivity of the orrelation funtion on the emission time parameter. The
fat that the time estimation strongly depends on the emission desription has also
been investigated : a simulation using volume break-up, loser to the senario of a
preequilibrium emission, leads to shorter times in the range of 25 fm/.
The undershoot in the shape of the alulated orrelation funtion visible at
50 MeV/ is indued by the Coulomb repulsion between the two partiles. The
additional boost due to the repelling harge of the third body (emitting soure) shifts
the Coulomb suppression, whih is usually loated at small relative momentum, to
higher values. In a pure two body alulation this undershoot almost disappears.
The experimental data also show this behavior at 50 MeV/ for the entral
events ontributing to a very good agreement with the alulation. On the ontrary
the experimental orrelation funtion for the peripheral events does not show this
antiorrelation feature. It is not fully reprodued by the alulation based still on a
surfae emission. This might indiate the presene of a preequilibrium omponent,
for whih no oherent Coulomb inuene of a soure is expeted and for whih a
volume break-up simulation would be more appropriate. A reent QMD alulation
for the system Xe+Sn at 50 AMeV [34℄ predits the ompression to be maximal at
50 fm/ after the beginning of the ollision ompatible with the total time of spatial
overlap (≃ 40 fm/). The end of fragment interation ours in this model at 120
fm/ onsidered as the end of the reation. Taking this time sale into aount, our
measured times in between 25 and 80 fm/ are ompatible with a preequilibrium
emission. It is onrmed by the disappearane of the Coulomb undershoot at 50
MeV/ in the ase of the peripheral ollisions. The appearane of the double slope
in the energy spetra supports this interpretation.
One must ask here, how the emission time alters for a given error in soure size.
To test this we have redued the harge from Z=46 to Z=36, simply assuming all
the Z=1 partiles do not belong to the projetile-like emission. The result for the
emission time is then 100 fm/ instead of 80 fm/ whih still stays short enough
to be ompatible with our onlusion saying, these light partiles haraterize a
prompt proess of pre-equilibrium emission whih overs a large domain of rapidity.
By lak of statistis resulting from our soure and impat seletions, the method of
simultaneous determination of the soure size and the emission time from parallel
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and transverse orrelation funtions [35℄ ould not be tested here.
6.2 The Deuteron-Deuteron orrelation funtion
The d-d orrelation funtion has been onstruted on the same base of events as
p-p. The normalization has been applied to the data points between 150 and 200
MeV/. Again the three impat parameter lasses have been separately analyzed
and the results are shown on Fig. 7. We immediately observe the antiorrelation
eet in the d-d orrelation funtion for small relative momenta. Despite the fat
that data do not go below 30 MeV/ the t of the quantum model gives the following
results : for peripheral reations the emission time is as least 200 fm/, for semi-
entral reations it is 100 fm/ and for entral it is 25 fm/. This behavior an be
interpreted as an inreasing ontribution of out-of-equilibrium emission.
Yet the reation of barely bound partiles is not the prefered mehanism of hot
nulear matter to dissipate energy. A seond senario ould be imagined, assuming
the deuteron reation happens only at a ertain low density [36℄. Then the extrated
emission time would give a diret hint on when this state of the nulear matter is
reahed during the reation proess. However the double slope of the deuteron
energy spetra seems to favor the out-of-equilibrium emission. In the piture of
the oalesene model [37℄, the deuteron formation is diretly onneted to the
proton reation. Consequently it is not surprising to nd also two omponents in
the deuteron energy spetra.
In onlusion the proess of deuteron prodution remains an open question. Still
we tend to favor the preequilibrium emission over the other explanations. Unfortu-
nately, the present sample of data is insuient to disentangle more.
6.3 The Proton-Deuteron orrelation funtion and the emis-
sion hronology
The orrelation funtion of non-idential partiles an give model independent in-
formation about their mean order of emission simply making veloity seletions [38℄,
[39℄, [40℄. We have applied this method to the p-d orrelation funtion for partiles
emitted in the FHPS region. The priniple is to ompare two funtions. The rst,
( 1 + R+), is onstruted with pairs where the proton is faster than the deuteron
in the projetile-like soure referene frame. The seond funtion, ( 1+R−), orre-
sponds to the reverse situation . When the rst emitted partile is slower than the
seond, the average distane will be redued and the Coulomb suppression eet
enhaned, and vie versa. The omparison of the two funtions gives the mean
order of emission as it is shown in Fig. 8 for the peripheral ollisions. The Coulomb
suppression is more pronouned in 1 + R+, whih the ratio learly demonstrates.
This means that the deuteron is on average emitted earlier than the proton, namely
τdeuteron < τproton. The same time sequene is observed for the two other impat
parameter seletions. It is important to note that this result is only validated be-
tween 0-120 MeV/ relative momentum where the antiorrelation eet leaves a
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measurable signal.
The hronology of emission in p-d spetra of peripheral ollision an be onsid-
erated as surprising sine we just learned from previous paragraphs that the mean
emission time is 80 fm/ for p-p and 200 fm/ for d-d. This apparent ontradition
an be resolved by postulating that the protons whih ontribute to p-p are not
idential with those ontributing to p-d. Indeed the proton energy spetra show a
fast and a slow omponent (Fig. 5). Furthermore, from the energy slopes of Fig. 9,
we infer that the protons of p-p in the relative momentum range of 0-50 MeV/ have
a higher mean kineti energy (12.9 MeV) than the one of p-d in the same range (9.9
MeV). Subsequently it is lear that the p-p orrelation funtion is more inuened
by the preequilibrium protons. The extrated times between 25 and 80 fm/ must
be seen as an upper limit reeting the mixing of a fast and a slow omponent. In
the p-d orrelation funtion the situation is dierent : the oinidenes of early
protons with the deuterons are shifted to higher relative momentum value sine the
speed diers more than for thermal proton-deuteron pairs. Moreover, the funtions
1 + R+ and 1 + R− are built in the projetile-like soure frame. So protons from
the interating zone whih feed both orrelation funtions are per denition faster.
Consequently they put only little weight to the emission time order determination.
The p-d orrelation funtion informs rather about the thermal protons
Taking the deuteron emission time extrated from d-d, τ = 310, 110 and 25
fm/ for the peripheral, intermediate and entral events respetively, we have de-
dued the orresponding time for the protons (Fig. 10) and obtained 400 fm/ for
entral ollisions. Unfortunately no satisfying agreement an be found between the
quantum model and the p-d data for peripheral and intermediate reations, possi-
bly due to the dierent proton ontributions, one ating at low the other at high
relative momentum. In addition, the desription of the soure without dynamial
features might prevent a better agreement. Therefore the extrated parameters do
not retain the meaning of a physial time.
Although both omponents of protons simultaneously play a role in the orre-
lation funtion, we an dedue a hronology pattern of the light partile emission.
The fast protons from the interating zone ome rst, then the deuterons and still
later the protons thermally emitted by the projetile-like soure. It is possible to
better separate the two proton omponents by making a ut on the parallel veloity
as Fig. 11 shows. The lear enhanement of the p-p resonane at 20 MeV/ and
the disappearane of the Coulomb suppression at 50 MeV/ reveal the enlarged
part of fast protons not feeling the harge of an emitter. The importane of dier-
entiating between short-lived and long-lived emission omponents and subsequent
spae-momentum orrelations has also been disussed by using soure imaging meth-
ods [32℄. Furthermore, making the plausible hypothesis that fastest partiles are
emitted earlier than the slowest ones beause the available energy is greater at the
beginning of the reation [29℄, we an extrapolate from the slope parameter pattern
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an equivalent hronology :
TProton 2 > TDeuteron 2, TDeuteron 1 > TProton 1
7 Conlusion
We have taken the large data set for ollisions of Xe on Sn at 50 AMeV whih IN-
DRA has aumulated at GANIL to examine orrelations of protons and deuterons.
Suh studies have many attrative aspets in view of the omplete detetion of all
ollision residues by a 4pi detetor. Foremost to name is the unique possibility to
well determine the emitting soure in partiular for symmetri systems at interme-
diate energy. In addition eah event an be individually haraterized in its own
frame of referene, due to full harge, angular and energy overage of INDRA.
The time sale as well as the hronology of emission of light projetile-like par-
tiles ould be determined from two partiles orrelation funtions interpreted by a
full three body quantum ode. Total harge measurements as a funtion of impat
parameter indiate possible out-of-equilibrium emission of protons from the forward
hemisphere of the projetile soure. The observation that the slope parameter of
the energy spetra exhibits two omponents points to a similar onlusion. Strong
onrmation of these ndings stems from the very short emission time extrated
from p-p orrelation funtions. While this proess is expeted to dominate in entral
ollisions our study unveils that it also ontributes to the forward zone of binary
peripheral ollisions. We explained in the text how both proton omponents are
not equally shared in p-p and p-d orrelation funtions. So the whole emission
hronology pattern remains self-onsistent. It is also in good agreement with the
measurement of slope parameters. The short time sale in p-p reveals the presene of
fast hot protons from an out-of-equilibrium proess. Protons emitted later than the
deuterons orrespond to the really equilibrated prodution from the projetile-like
soure. The light partile emission hronology inluding the deuteron formation via
the NNN → dN proess has been alulated in the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbek
(BUU) approah [41℄. The theoretial results although for lighter systems are in
exellent agreement with the present experimental study.
We would have liked to look into the hydrogeni orrelation funtion in more
detail by ner seleting impat parameter intervals. Furthermore, the inlusion
of tritons ould have given valuable additional information. This task annot yet
be performed on the same footing as with protons and deuterons due to a serious
shortage of data statistis.
We therefore suggest to perform a high statistis experiment espeially dediated
to light partile orrelations. INDRA parameters, optimized toward this goal, ould
ontribute important and still better information on the dynamis of light partile
emission.
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T Proton (MeV) T Deuteron(MeV)
Centrality Radius (fm) T1 T2 T1 T2
Peripheral 5.9±0.3 3.7±0.1 9.5±0.1 4.1±0.1 8.9±0.1
Intermediate 5.9±0.4 4.8±0.1 11.3±0.1 6.0±0.1 10.7±0.1
Central 5.9±0.5 5.2±0.1 12.8±0.1 11.3±0.1 *)
Table 1 : Parameters of the projetile-like soure. The radius has been alulated
from the total reonstruted harge of the soure, by assuming a A/Z ratio in the
valley of nulear stability and a normal nulear density. The slope parameter has
been extrated from the energy spetra in the soure referene frame.
*) Only one slope ould be extrated.
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Fig. 1 : Light isotopes resolution (Z=1) of the 8 rst rings and in the insert for
the rings 2, 5 and 9 separately.
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Fig. 2 : Two-proton orrelation funtion for the FHPS sele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Fig. 3 : Invariant veloity plot of the protons in the enter of mass for a total
light partiles transverse energy smaller than 40 MeV whih orresponds to a nor-
malized impat parameter larger than 0.9. The average value of the reonstruted
forward soure is represented by a vertial line at V// = 0.155c. This line position
is in aordane to the middle of the Coulomb irle. The FHPS is dened by
the partiles in eah event whih are faster than the reonstruted forward soure
veloity.
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Fig. 4 : The reonstruted total harge of the projetile-like ZTotal for three
entrality bins and for dierent alulations. The meaning of the parameter ZL
is given in the text. The ZTotal dependane on ZLis less than 10% whih plaes
ondene in this estimation. The largest fragment ZMax (open stars) gets smaller
with entrality as expeted in a geometrial piture. This is not the ase of ZTotal
whih remains onstant.
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Fig. 5 : The energy spetra of the protons (top) and deuterons (bottom) for the
ring 2, 4 and 6 in the ase of the peripheral ollisions. The shapes learly exhibit two
omponents, better separated in the ase of the protons. For omparison reasons
the relative sale is the same for all panels.
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Fig. 6 : The experimental p-p orrelation funtions (blak irles) of the
projetile-like soure for the three impat parameter intervals. Eah ase has been
alulated with dierent emission times using the soure parameters of Table 1.
A time of 80 fm/ was found to be the best for all impat parameter bins. The
resonane of the alulated funtion dereases with the entrality beause the slope
parameter of the emitter inreases.
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Fig. 7 : The experimental d-d orrelation funtions of the projetile-like soure
for the three impat parameter bins (blak irles). Eah ase has been alulated
with dierent emission times using the soure parameters of Table 1. There is only a
weak dependene on the long emission time parameter for the peripheral reations.
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Fig. 8 : The experimental proton-deuteron orrelation funtions of the projetile-
like soure for the peripheral ollisions grouped into two veloity bins (left and mid-
dle panel). 1+R+ ontains all the pairs of partiles where the proton was faster than
the deuteron. 1 + R− is the reverse situation. The ratio of both funtions (right
panel) whih is smaller than unity indiates that the deuteron is on the average
emitted earlier than the proton.
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Fig.9 : The kineti energy of the protons in the projetile-like soure frame whih
ontribute to p-p (open irle) or to p-d (blak irle) with a relative momentum
seletion smaller than 50 MeV/ for peripheral ollisions. For p-p the average energy
and the slope parameter are higher than for p-d.
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Fig.10 : The experimental proton-deuteron orrelation funtions of the projetile-
like soure for the three impat parameter seletions (blak irles). The alulation
(lines) fails to reprodue the data for the peripheral and the intermediate ollisions
whih may reveal the double ontribution of fast and slow protons in the interferene
pattern.
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